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LARRY STEEN WORLD JAZZ ENSEMBLE

“A giant of the not too distant future,” declared the esteemed, late jazz critic Leonard Feather of
composer/bassist/producer Larry Steen who has just released his highly anticipated, second CD
View From Afar (http://LarrySteen.iuma.com). Unlike most jazz artists, Steen creates his music
by fusing the authentic rhythms and textures of various world cultures with the complex chordal
harmony prevalent in jazz and classical music.
“What I’m trying to do in my music is mix Near Eastern, Balkan, West African, Celtic,
Caribbean and South American music concepts with a deep harmonic sense not usually
associated with music from these regions.” Steen has a deep respect for the various cultures
throughout the world, so with the intention of preserving each culture’s essence, he is careful to
duplicate its rhythms and textures as accurately as possible. This can be seen in his use of such
exotic instruments as the oud (fretless lute), bouzouki (fretted lute with long neck), duduk
(double reed, wind instrument), kawala (reed flute), cavaqhino (similar to ukelele), Uilleann
pipes and a multitude of percussion instruments along with standard Western instruments. The
result is a rich melange of “world jazz” that is ethnically authentic yet interpreted and composed
in an entirely new way. Although electric and acoustic basses are his main instruments, Steen
usually composes on piano in order to best utilize his extensive knowledge of harmony, thus
showcasing his unique style.
In creating View From Afar, Steen enlisted not only the talents of jazz luminaries Ernie Watts,
Robben Ford and Russell Ferrante (of The Yellowjackets), but of notable “world” musicians as
well who originate from Russia, Greece, Armenia, Israel, Lebanon, Brazil and Venezuela. The
ten tracks of the recording were composed, arranged and produced entirely by Steen with the
exception of two that were cowritten with pianist Tamir Hendelman (featured on the CD),
another that was coproduced with woodwind player Katisse Buckingham (also featured), and
three others that were arrangements stemming from traditional sources.
Prior to producing his two solo efforts, Steen made a name for himself in Los Angeles music
circles as a remarkably versatile instrumentalist. His ability to excel on both fretted and fretless
electric bass along with jazz and classical double bass brought him tour work with such top name
entertainers as Barry Manilow, Melissa Manchester and Engelbert Humperdinck. He has also
performed with a variety of artists, including Mel Torme, Ella Fitzgerald, Billy Eckstine,
Rosemary Clooney, Stevie Wonder, Mose Allison, Eric Marienthal, Dave Weckl, Louis Bellson,
Jack Sheldon, Bennie Maupin, Billy Childs, Bob Sheppard, Jimmy Buffet, the Coasters,
Cameroonian pop star Prince Eyango and renowned Persian pop singers Ebi and Dariush... to
name a few. He is a member of Hollywood Klezmer (formerly the Brandeis-Bardin International
Klezmer Ensemble), a double bass soloist featured two years in a row with the Los Angeles
Jewish Symphony, and an orchestra bassist who has performed with the Broadway touring
companies of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s “Music of the Night” (starring Melissa Manchester and
Betty Buckley), “Forty-Second Street,” and the Civic Light Opera of South Bay Cities.
His recording credits include the film "Swingers" and various independents, CDs such as The
Stan Kenton 50th Anniversary Celebration: Back to Balboa (with Frank Strazzeri and Bill
Perkins) and The Songs of G.H. (Disney Records), as well as numerous television and radio spots
that include Roswell, Providence, Felicity, Once and Again, Beverly Hills 90210, Power
Rangers, General Hospital, Entertainment Tonight, A.B.C./Disney library music, Mitsubishi,
Apple Computers, Blue Cross of California and Contadina. He also has recorded “on spec” for
the Verve and A&M record labels.

In 1988, Steen won first place in the International Society of Bassists’ Jazz Competition after
graduating Magna Cum Laude in Studio Music and Jazz from the University of Miami where,
aside from his rigorous jazz curriculum, he studied classical double bass with Lucas Drew. His
undergraduate studies also included two years at the esteemed Berklee College of Music in
Boston. He continued his education at the California Institute of the Arts (CALARTS), where he
studied with celebrated bassists Gary Willis and Jeff Berlin, receiving a Master of Fine Arts
degree in Jazz and African-American Music Performance. Other honors include the American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) annual Special Award granted to him
every year since 1997 and being a finalist in the Jazz Composer Alliance’s 2001 Julius Hemphill
Composition Awards.
“I believe that music is an expression of ourselves, of humanity. It transcends language and
national borders. This explains why one can be so moved by a vocalist singing in a foreign
language that one doesn’t understand... because on a deeper level, one does understand. Music is
the expression of life’s beauty... it’s not always pretty, and it’s certainly not perfect. I like to
think that my music encompasses these different dynamics. I hope people will be moved in some
way by my music... ideally on all three levels - the intellectual, emotional and spiritual. I want
their everyday existence to be uplifted. Music is so powerful in its ability to promote spirituality
or interconnectedness. By bringing together the music of various cultures throughout the world, I
hope I can make a difference in bringing the world a bit closer together.”
In addition to the world music mentioned earlier, Steen cites influences of The Yellowjackets,
Wayne Shorter, Joe Zawinul, Jean-Luc Ponty (“Tchokola” recording), the Brecker Brothers, Pat
Metheny, Oregon, Chick Corea, Trilok Gurtu and Billy Childs. He also listens to classical music
(Debussy, Chopin, Stravinsky, Bartok, to name a few) as well as funk-R&B and pop (especially
James Brown, Parliament-Funkadelic, Sting, Seal and Level 42). Bassists he admires include
John Patitucci, Marcus Miller, James Jamerson, Jaco Pastorius, Eddie Gomez and Marc Johnson,
as well as bebop pioneers Paul Chambers, Ray Brown and Oscar Pettiford. “It only makes sense
that my music is a natural progression [in the evolution of jazz].”
When not busy with the Larry Steen World Jazz Ensemble, Steen freelances as a studio and live
musician in a variety of styles and teaches part time at the Musician’s Institute (MI) in
Hollywood, California, privately, and as a clinician. He resides in Hollywood and enjoys
numerous hobbies, including photography, travel and nature.
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CRITICS RAVE!!
“...a giant of the not too distant future. Steen is a young, limber bassist whose
works sparkled with fresh ideas.”
Los Angeles Times
“The wide range of instrumental colors, exotic rhythms and time signatures,
along with the high musicianship, make this [View From Afar ] a highly
recommended recording...”
“...expertly played by the well-rehearsed band, unusual and consistently
intriguing.”
“Bassist Larry Steen has come up with an interesting and viable bridge between
the two genres [fusion and ethnic music] that’s not over done from either
aspect.”
“...Steen himself who most amazes with lyricism that belies his young age. For
the contemporary jazz fan, this [First Move] is a delightful effort on the part of a
musician who we are bound to hear more from.”
L.A. Jazz Scene
“...a well-rehearsed and colorful group, which is both funky and explorative,
[The Larry Steen World Jazz Ensemble] is carving out its own unique niche.”
Music Connection
“...he composes real songs, not just bass solos set to rhythm tracks. This CD
[First Move ] is well worth the money.”
Bass Frontiers Magazine
“What sets Steen apart is his first-hand understanding of many different idioms.”
Jazziz Magazine
“...he is always there, with strong tunes and a confident tone. The Latin tunes
burst with a fervor, in the lines and the way they’re played.”
The Green Mountain Jazz Messenger
“...he’s clearly an accomplished player and composer...”
Bass Player Magazine
“Keep your eye out for projects with Steen on them, they look like they could be
a lot of musical fun.”
Bassics Magazine
“Larry Steen, acoustic and electric bass player extraordinaire...”
Entertainment Today
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CD Title: View From Afar Year: 2003 Record Label: LMS Records Style: World Music
Musicians: Larry Steen(basses), Quinn Johnson (keyboards), Jimmy Mahlis (guitars, bouzouki,
oud), Chris Wabich (Drums), Brad Dutz (Percussion). Guests include Robben Ford (electic guitar),
Ernie Watts (soprano sax, flute), Russell Ferrante (Piano), various others on ethnic instruments
Review: The fusion of world music with jazz is nothing new. Artists such as Herbie Hancock,
Anouar Brahem and Dino Saluzzi have been mixing up elements of musical styles from various
countries for years. What makes the Larry Steen World Jazz Ensemble’s latest release, View From
Afar, different than the rest is that rather than focusing on the music of a particular culture, Steen
and his group take us on a virtual audio travelogue. The ensemble blends music from countries as
diverse as Ireland, Armenia, Brazil, and elsewhere with a contemporary jazz sound that is
sometimes fusion, sometimes funk/R&B, sometimes drum ‘n bass, sometimes samba. While the
styles vary, there is a sense of the constant, a unity that somehow transcends it all.
The ensemble consists of Steen on various acoustic and electric basses; Quinn Johnson on
keyboards; Jimmy Mahlis on guitar; Chris Wabich on drums; and Brad Dutz on a variety of
traditional as well as ethnic percussion instruments. Together they form a core which
maintains a unity of sound that threads its way throughout the program. The group is
supplemented by a number of guests who play traditional instruments such as duduk,
bouzouki, ney, cavaquino, and kawala.
Not content to merely marry specific cultural styles with contemporary jazz, the group
mixes and matches cultural ideas, often within the same piece. Take the CD opening track,
“Whelan’s Jig”, where a traditional Irish jig, complete with Uillean pipes, Irish wooden flutes
and the bodhrán are combined with a Cameroonian polyrhythmic bikutsi groove and, as the
liner notes say: “voila!...World Jazz"
“Drum ‘n Barong” mixes the Balinese gamelan orchestra Barong Dance with a drum ’n bass
groove and, again, you have something new yet somehow familiar.
“Second Wind”, featuring Russell Ferrante (of the Yellowjackets) on piano, Robben Ford on
guitar and Ernie Watts on flute, marries the partido alto feel with modern and traditional
choro.
Each track represents a trip, and the whole album represents an entire journey. Solos are
integrated into the compositions, reminding one of the compositions of Pat Metheny and
Lyle Mays.
The album is completely written, arranged and produced by Steen, who plays with taste and
a stylistic breadth that is not easy to find. With a strong conception that allows an album of
such diverse influences to come together as a unified whole, View From Afar will hopefully
garner even more attention than the World Jazz Ensemble’s previous award-winning album,
First Move. Highly recommended.
Tracks: Whelan's Jig, Karshlama Blues, Drum 'n Barong, Shoshanat Ha'Erev, Dervishland,
Horiatiki Salata, Second Wind, Misirlou, View From Afar, Away in the Sycamores
Artist's Website: http://www.iuma.com/IUMA/Bands/Steen,_Larry/
Reviewed by: Dave Binder

Bass Player Magazine
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Larry Steen World Ensemble: View from Afar
(LMS)
Steen is possessed of an enviable facility on
bass. He also understands how to
mix'n'match several styles of music to
produce desirable results. Grooves and deft
arranging moves abound. On "Whelan's Jig",
he juxtaposes a typical Irish jig with a
Cameroonian Bikutsi drum pattern, and on
"Shoshanat Ha Erev", he features the
Armenian Duduk alongside a well-known
Hebrew song. Ernie Watts, Russell Ferrante
and Robben Ford also lend a hand to the
global vibe.

JULY 2003

The Larry Steen World Jazz Ensemble:
A VIEW FROM AFAR
This dynamic ensemble performs 10 original compositions structured
from world music rhythms and the chordal harmony prevalent in jazz
and classical music. Exotic instruments such as the oud, bouzouki,
duduk, kawala, cavaghino, Uilleann pipes and a multitude of percussion
instruments co-exist with traditional jazz instruments – saxophone, bass,
drums – and challenge the musical skills and talents of such well-known
artists as Ernie Watts, Robben Ford, Russell Ferrante and the
mastermind himself, Larry Steen. Their masterful control of the sounds
and the techniques of these exotic instruments are utterly unlike those
heard on Steen’s debut. The ensemble pulls the receptive listener in to
share their musical journeys with skill and pleasurable nuances. Among
the most entertaining songs Larry Steen offers his listeners are
“Whelan’s Jig” which fuses a tradition Irish jig with an authentic
Cameroonian bikutsi groove. Another great song is “Drum ‘n Barong”
which is a mélange combining the Barong Dance, (one of the most
pervasive of the Balinese gamelan orchestra repertoire), with textures of
the Drum ‘n Bass (dance club) genre. This song is very “fresh” and
should connect with the underground warriors that party until the wee
hours of the morning! Larry Steen and Robben Ford offer two highly
sensitive solos on “Shoshanat Ha’ Erev” and connect with your
heartstrings. The inspired lyrical emanations from Pedro Eustache’s
duduk add another dimension of beautiful tone to this song. Ernie Watts
plays an amazing soprano saxophone on the imaginative melody line
and displays his already expansive musical horizons on the two-part
“Away In The Sycamores.” “Second Wind,” “View From Afar” rounds
out this varied program and verifies that Larry Steen’s World Jazz
Ensemble has exceeded the challenge set by the music on his debut
release. In a sense, every song on this CD is well written, performed to
perfection and causes VIEW FROM AFAR to rank right up there with
some of the best world jazz on the scene today.

Allmusic.com
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Larry Steen
View from Afar
2003
Jazz
Click here to see this album in MARC format

Larry Steen has long been a student of music from
other cultures. The electric bassist enjoys mixing in
rhythms and melodies from other lands with fusionoriented jazz. His nine originals on this CD (plus
the traditional "Whelan's Jig") include aspects of
music from Turkey, Ireland, Cameroon, Brazil,
Israel, Bulgaria, Greece, Armenia, Trinidad, Poland,
and Venezuela. There are also plenty of jazz solos
and harmonies heard throughout Steen's fascinating
set. Steen utilizes very flexible and skilled
musicians in his group, plus such guests as Ernie Watts on reeds, keyboardist
Tamir Hendleman, clarinetist Leo Chelyapov, and guitarist Robben Ford. The
high musicianship and wide range of instrumental colors, exotic rhythms, and
time signatures make this a highly recommended recording for listeners with
open minds toward world music and fusion. — Scott Yanow

The Larry Steen World Jazz Ensemble
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CD reviews:
VIEW FROM AFAR Larry Steen World Jazz Ensemble (LMS)
The sounds, melodies, and rhythms on "View From Afar" may be unfamiliar to
most jazz aficionados, being culled from music more common to countries of
the Middle East, Balkans, and Africa. But Larry Steen and his crew find themes
with which to improvise and express American jazz genres such as soul, blues,
and funk with instruments like the oud (fretless lute), dumbek (drum), and
duduk (a double reed wind instrument). The music is exhilarating, and the
melodies can be haunting.
- LARRY ROBERTS
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LARRY STEEN WORLD JAZZ ENSEMBLE/View From Afar:
It's got guest like Ernie Watts, Robben Ford and Russ Ferrante, but
don't totally think fusion jazz, think more like fusion cooking, and
just as tasty as the results when they are properly done. This young
lion bassist fully knows how to deliver the goods and this date is the
kind of thing that adult listeners will get all the way. Using fusion
jazz as its base, it adds world seasonings and ear opening accents for
a full on effect that's hard to beat or ignore. A must so you can say
you dug him when.
1002 (LMS)

